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The Cotton Country Collection is a classic among southern cookbook. It has been listed by USA

Today as one of the top five regional cookbooks in the United States. One of the most

comprehensive cookbooks found anywhere, containing triple-tested recipes from Louisiana s

legendary kitchens. Inducted into the McIlhenny Hall of Fame, an award given for book sales that

exceed 100,000 copies.
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When it was time to cook a holiday dinner, my mother always pulled out this cook book. So many of

the recipes in this book shape my childhood and the traditions I hold so dearly. When I was 23 years

old, I was passed down my great grandmother's copy of this cook book (who was born in Monroe,

Louisiana. Her favorite recipes are stained with little spots of oil or butter. I love flipping through the

pages and seeing all the wonderful recipes. My personal favorite is the Corn Bread dressing and the

Cowboy cookies.

I received this book many years ago as a gift and have since been giving it as one over and again. I

consider it a fun "go to book" for home cooking with a flair. The cake recipes are numerous and

good.

I have hundreds of cookbooks - ethnic, gourmet, food type, parties, general all-purpose (am working



on getting ALL of the Junior League). I keep revising my TOP TEN LIST to take in case of a fire.

This has stayed on the list for 25 years. Good old classics.

This is the best cookbook I own and I have hundreds. I have bought many copies to give as gifts to

former students and can easily attest to the favorite recipes. I have never found a bad one and I

have tried most of them.

I first owned this cookbook in 1978 and have used it until it is literally falling apart. For any cook,

expert or casual, it is a compendium of great recipes. Tried and true standards and some excellent

surprises await the cook. If you only own a handful of cookbooks, be certain your collection includes

this one.

The recipes are great, both Southern standards as well as others. Great layout and easy to obtain

ingredients. Was recommended by a friend who used to live in New Orleans and am very pleased

with the recommendation.

My Mother was given this book when it was first published in 1976. We have used it for our holiday

meals since. The original is a little stained and looking worn after all these years so I ordered 2

copies for my nieces this Christmas. They will be able to carry on our traditional holiday meals for

years to come. I was happy to see its still available. If you love southern food this is one of the best

cook books you could ever own.

My mother has had and appreciated her copy of this cookbook for thirty years. She was delighted

that I found a copy still in print. The quality of the book construction of this printing is not impressive,

but the recipes have endured.
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